Too/ enough – write

01.- The coffee is ______ hot to drink.
02.- She studied ______ for the exam and got an A+.
03.- The box is ______ heavy for me to lift.
04.- He is ______ young to drive a car.
05.- We have ______ food for everyone.
06.- The movie was ______ long, and we got bored.
07.- The water in the pool is ______ cold to swim.
08.- I didn't have ______ money to buy the book.
09.- The restaurant was ______ crowded, so we went somewhere else.
10.- She runs ______ fast, and I can't catch up.
11.- There wasn't ______ time to finish the project.
12.- The music was ______ loud that we couldn't hear each other.
13.- We arrived ______ late for the concert, and the tickets were sold out.
14.- He was speaking ______ softly that I couldn't hear what he said.
15.- They had ______ friends to help them move to the new house.
16.- The children were ______ excited to sleep.
17.- The problem was ______ difficult for me to solve.
18.- I don't have ______ patience to wait any longer.
19.- She is ______ short to reach the top shelf.
20.- The sun is shining ______ brightly today.
21.- He didn't have ______ energy to finish the race.
22.- The coffee isn't ______ hot. It's just right.
23.- They have ______ money to buy a new car.
24.- The book was ______ interesting that I couldn't put it down.
25.- There weren't ______ chairs for everyone to sit.
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Solutions:
01.- too
02.- enough
03.- too
04.- too
05.- enough
06.- too
07.- too
08.- enough
09.- too
10.- too
11.- enough
12.- too
13.- too
14.- too
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18.- enough
19.- too
20.- too
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22.- too
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24.- too
25.- enough